Do not give anything to an unconscious person. • If on Skin: If treated remove cloth touches skin or clothing take off to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. Preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible.

FIRST AID

Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. • If Swallowed: Have person have product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. For additional information in case of emergency, call toll free 800-558-5252.

Wash hands with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Stay away from heat, beverages and just food. Do not use indoors or in enclosed spaces. Do not touch with metal instruments or wet hands. Do not allow materials of any kind to cover the unit while it is in use. Replace refill only when unit is off. Be sure to wash hands after handling.

PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Do not apply to water. ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

Do not pry open or battery left 3 hours of refill

MODERNIZED DESIGN

MORE VENTS

RED LIGHT

MOSQUITO REPELLENT

CONTAINS

REFILLABLE UNIT

AAA BATTERIES

REPELLENT FAN UNIT

360° ROTATING CLIP

Clip it on...or hang it near to you!

360° ROTATING CLIP

Clip it on...or hang it next to you!

OUTDOOR USAGE OCCASIONS

AT THE PARK

IN THE BACKYARD

WHILE GARDENING

AT THE BEACH

WATCHING SPORTS

MODERNIZED DESIGN

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS: CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through the skin. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing with treated refill. Avoid breathing vapor. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Stay away from heat, beverages and just food. Do not use indoors or in enclosed spaces. Do not touch with metal instruments or wet hands. Do not allow materials of any kind to cover the unit while it is in use. Replace refill only when unit is off.

FIRST AID

Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. • If Swallowed: Have person have product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. For additional information in case of emergency, call toll free 800-558-5252.

Have product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. For additional information in case of emergency, call toll free 800-558-5252.

Do not apply to water.
TWIST TOP
TO OPEN
Fully Insert Refill

TWIST CLOSED
To Activate Fan

Red Light = Change Refill & Batteries Soon

See below for complete usage instructions.

EACH REFILL LASTS UP TO 12 HOURS
Use each refill within 14 days of opening.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
STORAGE:
Store in a cool, dry place away from heat or fire in an area inaccessible to children.

DISPOSAL:
Non-refillable refill. Before disposing, fully use up the refill according to the label. Do not refill or reuse the refill. Simply place the refill in the trash or offer for recycling if available. If refill remains partially unused, call your local solid waste agency or 800-529-3394 for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

USEFUL TIPS:
• Unit includes a rotating clip for desired comfort.
• Within a few minutes, the unit provides head-to-toe protection from mosquitoes for up to 12 hours. If you move, allow a few minutes for the unit to rebuild its protection.
• You can also place the unit next to you on a table, bench or other suitable surface (away from food and sources of heat, ignition or moisture). When placing unit on a surface, lay the unit on its clip to allow open circulation of repellent.
• Store the unit in a cool, dry place—never in a hot car, glove compartment, or trunk.
• Each refill lasts up to 12 hours. Refills expire after 14 days of opening. Replace a refill 14 days after opening or after 12 hours of use, whichever comes first. Only Clip-on refills should be used in the Clip-on unit.
• Replace with AAA batteries.

MOSQUITO PROTECTION IN 2 EASY STEPS

1. Twist top to open.
2. Twist closed to activate fan.

EACH REFILL LASTS UP TO 12 HOURS
Use each refill within 14 days of opening.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

TO PREPARE UNIT:
1. Remove one mosquito repellent refill from its packaging. Do not touch treated refill cloth when inserting or removing the refill.
2. Hold tab. Insert refill into the unit orange side up. Wash hands thoroughly and immediately after handling the refill.
3. Lock refill in place by twisting the top until refill slot is completely closed to " "

TO OPERATE UNIT:
4. Turn on the unit by twisting the top all the way to " " until the fan turns on. Clip the unit to your belt, pocketbook, waistband, purse or place in any other convenient location next to you.
5. Red LED light will turn on to indicate when there are approximately 3 hours of refill and battery remaining. When you no longer feel air blowing from the unit and the red LED light turns off, insert new refill and new AAA batteries.
6. When finished using the unit, twist the top to " "

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
STORAGE:
Store in a cool, dry place away from heat or flames in a manner inaccessible to children.

DISPOSAL:
Non-refillable refill. Before disposing, fully use up the refill according to the label. Do not refill or reuse the refill. Simply place the refill in the trash or offer for recycling if available. If refill remains partially unused, call your local solid waste agency or 800-529-3394 for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.
USE EACH REFILL WITHIN 14 DAYS OF OPENING

DO NOT TOUCH TREATED CLOTH. WASH HANDS AFTER HANDLING.

SEE ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONS ON OUTERMOST PACKAGE.

DO NOT USE INDOORS OR IN ENCLOSED SPACES.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO HANDLE THE UNIT. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF PETS.

NET WT.

0.0016 OZ (45.35 mg)

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:

METOFLUTHRIN . . . ..... 31.2%

OTHER INGREDIENTS ... 68.8%

TOTAL .................100.0%

CAUTION :
BASE MATERIAL: Clear polyester (translucent).
SIZE: 1.75"x1.75".
PRINTING: Black.
Font: Myriad Pro
Font size: 10pt

Remove Before Use
1. Remove from package, fully insert label
2. Ensure the label is fully inserted
3. Return the label package in the provided envelope

Aman Jun. 17, 14
Jessica

16.7pt
6.1pt
6pt
Do not allow children to handle the unit. Keep out of reach of pets. Do not use indoors or in enclosed spaces.

Active Ingredient: Metofluthrin. 31.2%

Other Ingredients: 68.8%

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Racine, Wisconsin 53403-2236 U.S.A.

Questions? Call 800-558-5252

867961

Julie Conigliaro
SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
262-260-2019 • jaconigl@scj.com

REGULATORY SPECIFICATIONS

Registered Product

Surface Area of Display panel (sq.in.): 6.74 (sq)
Signal Word Size (point): -
Keep Out of Reach of Children: -
Contents (point): -
Storage and Disposal (point): -
Smallest Type (point): 6
Fonts meet 3:1 ratio or larger: yes

DESCRIPTION: C - Battery Door

INK COLORS: EMBOSSED LETTERING

CLIENT: Jacquilyn Stavroff

TRACKING NUMBER: OFF05146114

MIN#: 867961

UPC#: N/A

CLIENT APPROVAL REVIEW:
Please have all departments involved review this artwork. Confirm that text, UPC codes, and MM codes within this document comply to legal standards and are accurate.

PLEASE NOTE: SCJ Creative Operations is not responsible for final proof reading or verifying items such as text, UPC codes or MM codes.

FILE NOTES:
4/28/14 - Draft
5/1/14 - minor revisions

DRAFT ONLY – NOT FOR ROUTING OR LEGAL REVIEW

Battery Door

2.93” Diameter
**DESCRIPTION:** B - Battery Compartment

**CLIENT:** Jacquilyn Stavroff

**MM#:** 867962

**UPC#:** N/A

---

**INK COLORS:**

**EMBOSSED LETTERING**

---

**CLIENT APPROVAL REVIEW:**

Please have all departments involved review this artwork. Confirm that text, UPC codes, and MM codes within this document comply to legal standards and are accurate.

PLEASE NOTE: SCJ Creative Operations is not responsible for final proof reading or verifying items such as text, UPC codes or MM codes.

---

**FILE NOTES:**

4/28/14 - Draft

5/1/14 - minor revisions

---

**REGULATORY SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Surface Area of Display panel (sq.in.):** 6.74

- **Signal Word Size (point):**

- **Keep Out of Reach of Children:**

- **Contents (point):**

- **Storage and Disposal (point):**

- **Smallest Type (point):** 6

- Fonts meet 3:1 ratio or larger: yes

---

**INK COLORS:**

**EMBOSSED LETTERING**

---

**GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES**

DRAFT ONLY – NOT FOR ROUTING OR LEGAL REVIEW

---

**DESCRIPTION:** Fan Unit and Battery Compartment

2.93" Diameter